Reviews & Accolades
MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2015
WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
Sam Kim, August 2017
5 Stars & 94 Points
Powerful and super delicious, this splendid cabernet shows cassis, plum jam, leather, smoked game and
tobacco aromas on the nose. The palate is concentrated and richly fruited, exhibiting excellent density and
texture, wonderfully complemented by supple tannins. The wine is opulent and sumptuous while displaying
firm structure and balance. At its best: now to 2025.

BERLINER WEIN TROPHY
July 2017
Gold Medal

JAMESSUCKLING.COM
May 2017
92 Points
Aromas of currants, sweet tobacco and hints of cedar. Medium to full body, dense and spicy. Shows intense
tannins yet the pretty fruit and freshness keeps it all together. Drink in 2019.

THE LISTENER
Michael Cooper, October 2017
4.5 Stars
This powerful red was grown in Chile’s Maipo Valley. Fragrant and robust (14% alc/vol), it is dark, with strong,
complex blackcurrant, plum and spice flavours, hints of herbs, coffee and nuts, and good tannin backbone.
Drink now or cellar.

RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
Raymond Chan, April 2017
4 Stars & 18.0 / 20 Points
Full, impenetrable black-red colour with youthful purple hues. This has a softly full nose with moderately deep
and concentrated aromas of blackcurrants, blackberries and cassis liqueur along with dark herb and black
mineral elements and earthy nuances. The fruit grows in clarity with aeration. Full-bodied, the palate
possesses a well-concentrated and deep heart of rich blackcurrant and blackberry fruit along with dark herb
and leafy notes. The fruit richness is encased by fine, grainy tannin structure and cut by fresh, crisp acidity.
The palate has grip, body and presence, and carries to a strong, robust and brisk finish of blackcurrants and
cassis. Match with roasted red meats and semi-hard cheeses over the next 7-10 years. A blend of 92%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Cabernet Franc and 1% each of Merlot and Syrah from the ‘Puente Alto’ and ‘Pirque’
vineyards, Maipo, from vines planted 1986-2008, fermented to 14.0% alc., the wine aged 16 months in French
oak barrels and foudre.

WINE SPECTATOR
Kim Marcus, September 2017
89 Points
This drips with chocolate mousse and Asian spice overtones to the dark plum, blackberry and dark cherry
flavors. Minty notes show on the creamy finish. Drink now through 2020.

